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Ferner’s report 

Popped back for half an hour- the report has arrived - quick glance opinion no attention to detail and obviously had 
not seen all the statements - once more no reference to Haslar staff statements or ambulance men or sight of 
Brewer’s statements ( 7 pages) or Health Trust investigation notes - the police had them. I note my mother had her 
appendix out in 1933 -I remember it well-i~_~.~_~e_~- the appendix was taken out four years later while 
she was ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~.~i~i~i~i~i~i~i-I remember it very well. I told the milkman my mother had a very bad tummy ache 
through the open window of a downstairs flat- he called a neighbour who called the ambulance and I saw my 
mother taken out on a stretcher- I had lunch at the neighbour’s house - liver hidden in mashed potato as I did not 
like liver and stringy barely cooked green beans and my grandmother came down from Ilford to pick me up in the 
afternoon - I was under four years of age - I have always been known for an extraordinary detailed memory. The 
neighbour’s daughter Gwen helped me to dress when the ambulance departed as I had difficulty doing up the 
buttons on an old fashioned liberty bodice. 

There are some extraordinary misconceptions by Ferner and I will have to go through in fine detail - unfortunately I 

am offfor the rest of the weekend and back to Guys on Tuesday. My first impression is that he has not been made 

aware of all the details not only given to Burt but also long taped interviews later. They were never transcribed as 

far as I know. When did Ferner see my statement and also those of Lestey - my mother was perfectly capable of 

swallowing until she was rendered unconscious. Has he seen all of the Haslar file re. fluid intake and eating normally 

i.e. not pureed food. Barton’s notes I have always alleged were written up retrospectively and of course he is 
unaware of the two injections of diamorphine given by Beed on the 17th. witnessed by Lesley and myself- not 

written up on file but I assume drawn from the diamorphine prescribed and written up on file on admittance 11 

August but not initialled. Ferner makes no reference to the discharge note from Haslar dated 17 August only to that 

of the 10th. typed up on the Sunday evening ready for discharge on Monday morning after confirmation by 

Consultant at Haslar. Do not send him Livesley’s report until you have my detailed comments. Note Livesley’s 

comments re. licensing of drugs in a syringe driver etc. including confirmation from Manufacturers. I think you 

should obtain a copy of the Statement which the GMC had - I refused to sign their first offering as it was complete 

gibberish and I insisted I saw a partner at Field Waterhouse instead of the qualified solicitor who was not good 

enough to be a trainee paralegal. Gillian PS you may notice I insist on the t’s crossed and the i’s dotted. 

It is not surprising that Horsley’s request for a Public Inquiry was turned down with Kernaghan as the commissioner 

for standards at the House of Lords !! I understand that Kernaghan is not a Freemason unlike Viggers who was very 

much against an inquiry and defamed me in the House of Commons ( under privilege and reported in Hansard.) 


